,DA

R E S I D E N C E 10 1
Bedrooms

2

Bathrooms

2

803 ,703 ,60

Internal

94m2

External

12.5m2

²m5.60

106.5m2

²m0.49

Total

1245-1251 MALVERN ROAD,
MALVERN, 3144

²m5.21

C
Cupboard
Coat
C C TYPE
APT
5 Cupboard
2DR
BED & Dryer
2 BATH
DW Dishwasher
F
Fridge
O/ M Oven/Microwave
P 108,Pantry
APT
109, 110, 208, 209, 210, 306, 307, 308
SH
Shelf
106.5m²
Total Area
W M Washing Machine
Int Area

94.0m²

Ext Area

12.5m²

N

Key Plan
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Extent of windows may alter.
Refer to overall floorLevel
plans
for locations.
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* Indicates plan is mirrored
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Drawings are copyright of CHT Architects. Plans are
indicative only and may differ slightly as a result of
documentation and construction. Sizes may vary. Furniture
not included in package.
Landscaping shown is indicative only.
Window sizes and locations may be subject to change.
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Drawings are copyright of CHT Architects. Plans are
indicative only and may differ slightly as a result of
documentation
and construction.
may vary. Furniture
Note.
All areas shown
are approximate.Sizes
The information
not included
package.
contained
hereininhas
been obtained from sources we believe
Landscaping
shown
is indicative
only. to doubt it’s
to be reliable and therefore
have no reason
Window
sizes
and
locations
may
tofor
change.
accuracy. The vendor and it’s agent will notbe
be subject
responsible

WM

P

Extent of windows may alter.
Refer to overall floor plans for locations.
* Indicates plan is mirrored

Disclaimer: The particulars are set out as a general outline for the guidance of intending purchasers and do not constitute an offer or contract. All
descriptions, dimensions, references to conditions and necessary permutations for use and other details are given in good faith and are believed to be
correct, but any intending purchasers should not rely on them as statements or representations of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or
otherwise to the correctness
of each item, and where necessary seek advice. No third party supplier or their agent has any authority to make or give
3m
any representations or warranty in relation to this property.
Areas are calculated based on the Property Council of Australia Method of Measurement for Residential Property.
Window sizes and locations may be subject to change.

DR

O/M

SH

C

any error or mis-description which may appear. Prospective
purchasers or leasees are therefore advised to make whatever
investigations they deem necessary.
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